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Name: _________________________________________
REINDEER
WORD SEARCH

Clues may run forwards, backwards, diagonally, up or down. Some may overlap or even be backwards!
WHITE CHRISTMAS  BAUBLES  TINSEL
CELEBRATIONS  SNOWMAN  MUSIC
ELF  SANTA  BELLS
CHRISTMAS TREE  PEACE  LIGHTS
HOLLY WREATH  SLEIGH  PRESENTS
Santa's Maze

Help Santa return to his home at the North Pole by finding him a clear path through the maze.
XMAS ELF TEST

Santa's Chief Elf has set you a few Xmas brain-teasers.

See how many you can get right.

1. Along a street you see 8 Christmas trees.
   Each tree has 12 lights on it.
   How many lights are there altogether?

2. If Santa was able to visit 10 houses in a minute,
   how many houses would he be able to visit in 15 minutes?

3. You are pulling a sledge with 4 friends sitting on it.
   Your friends weigh 30kg, 32kg, 33kg and 36kg.
   The sledge weighs 15kg.
   How much weight are you pulling in total?

4. It takes you 3 minutes to wrap one present.
   How long will it take for you to wrap 17 presents?

5. You use 2 metres of sticky tape to wrap each of the 17 presents. How much tape will you use in total?

6. There are 9 reindeer pulling Santa's sleigh.
   Each reindeer has 4 legs and 2 antlers.
   What is the total number of legs and antlers?

7. There are 5 snowmen. Each snowman has 5 buttons, a carrot nose and two stone eyes.
   What is the total number of buttons, carrots and stones?
HOW MANY SNOWMEN?

Answer =
FESTIVE ANAGRAMS

Each picture provides a clue to one of the jumbled words.

krutey

ticksong

flaskwones

strespen

womanns

gotobang

strimchas dingdup
What goes oh-oh-oh?
Santa flying backwards.

When is a boat just like snow?
When it's adrift.

Two snowmen are having a chat.
One says to the other,
"Can you smell carrots?".

What do hairdressers like to sing at Christmas time?
Comb All Ye Faithful.

Knock knock.
Who's there?
Doughnut.
Doughnut who?
Doughnut open this present until Christmas Day!

What do you get if you cross Father Christmas with a detective?
Santa Clues. (He might even make a good mince spy!)